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. It has been demonstrated that cortical bone bears the bulk of axial loads in the distal radius and tibia [13] and the load distribution is an important factor in the determining of bone strength and fracture risk [14] [15] . Also, research studies have established the relation between cortical bone porosity and bone biomechanical strength [16] . These results and observations in a large number of clinical and research studies demonstrate the importance of cortical bone parameters in in understanding overall bone quality.
Bone Imaging and Previous Segmentation Study
In this paper, we develop a new method for segmenting cortical bone via in vivo Micro-CT has almost the most powerful ability for imaging bone structure, since it can offer nominal isotropic resolution as low as 10 μm. Although Micro-CT scanners are hard scan large object such as part of living human, it can be used for human biopsies [20] .
Major benefits of HR MD-CT have been widely utilized nowadays, including: (1) short MD-CT scan time reduces motion artifacts; (2) better patient comfort with MD-CT scanners; (3) large FOV along with model-based registration methods for subject-specific region-of-interest (ROI) selection reduces positioning error. Also, MD-CT offers the opportunity to assess bone quality at central sites using a higher radiation dose. Micro-CT structure analysis can also be used as a golden standard. Laib A. et al [23] proposed a semi-automated slice-by-slice hand contouring method on 3D-QCT images,
which is pretty precise that it was once the gold standard for cortical bone segmentation, but is very effort-costing. Gelaude F. et al. [25] In this paper, a new cortical bone segmentation method based on fuzzy topology is proposed. It uses fuzzy connectivity and fuzzy distance transform to find the periosteum of the bone, then uses fuzzy distance transform to find the endosteum. This method is fully automated, which only needs a threshold as input. The method will be proved to be able to get good result on MD-CT data for getting cortical bone thickness and BMD, where accuracy, reproducibility and effectiveness will be verified. To verify accuracy, MD-CT images of 10 cadaveric tibia specimens are processed, and manual drawing by independent expert on certain slices of each data will provide ground truth of segmentation, which will compare with our segmentation result to compute overlap and error of cortical measures. To verify reproducibility, twenty-four cadaveric tibia specimens have been scanned for three times with different position, and after processing, ICC of cortical measures will be done inside the three scans. To verify the effectiveness, cortical measures will be applied on forty-five pairs of height matched male and female tibia, 10 pairs of height matched athletes and control group, ten pairs of height matched athlete and control group, and pair t-test will be conduct on cortical measures.
Outline
This thesis will show the work about the fuzzy topology based cortical bone segmentation method in detail. In Chapter 2, we discuss the theory of fuzzy connectedness and fuzzy distance transform. In Chapter 3, we show in detail how the method works, and the details how experiments will be conducted. In Chapter 4, we present the quantity result of the experiment and analysis consisting of accuracy, reproducibility and applicability.
CHAPTER TWO BACKGROUND THEORY
In this section, we will introduce basic theories used in this thesis, and give some definitions of mathematic notations.
The method proposed in this thesis is mainly based on fuzzy connectedness and fuzzy distance transform. These are both common applications of fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic is a form of probabilistic logic. Images produced by any imaging device are always disturbed by noise, uneven illumination, limited spatial resolution, partial occlusions, etc.
In such images, it is hard to do image analysis based on crisp (or hard-coded) relationships between or within the individual regions to be segmented. Fuzzy logic takes the uncertainties into consideration, which rather than defining crisp relations, attempts to describe the image processing task with fuzzy rules such as if two regions have about the same gray-value and if they are relatively close to each other in space, then they likely belong to the same object [32] . In contrast with traditional logic which uses binary sets where there is only two-value logic, true or false, fuzzy logic variables are usually extended to handle the concept of partial truth, which indicates the probability of the truth.
Fuzzy Connectedness
Fuzzy connectedness [28] segmentation is attempting to perform the segmentation by considering the likelihood of whether nearby image elements belong together. If they seem to belong to the same object based on their image and spatial properties, they are assigned to the same region. In other words, it focuses on hanging togetherness property which is then described using fuzzy logic. 
MD-CT images
where p is the path {c1, c2, … , clp}.
Using dynamic algorithm can compute the fuzzy connectedness value. Based on this definition of connectedness, some derivative new kinds of fuzzy connectedness, such as relative fuzzy connectivity [32] , scale-based fuzzy connectivity [34] and iterative relative fuzzy connectedness [35] are designed. Many applications, such as fuzzy object extraction [28] and fuzzy connectivity segmentation [31] , are proposed. Here we will not discuss about those.
Fuzzy Distance Transform
Fuzzy Distance Transform (FDT) [36] is a enhancement of distance transform (DT) on fuzzy objects. Comparing with DT, FDT usually can get better result in many imaging applications especially medical images, since there are often situations with data inaccuracies, graded object compositions, or limited image resolution.
We use same definitions of space, voxel, adjacency, path, etc. as discussed in Fuzzy Connectness part. The cortical bone segmentation algorithm presented here utilizes the fuzzy distance transform (FDT) [12] . A fuzzy object is a fuzzy subset It may be noted that the FDT value at any voxel is monotonically nonincreasing during the propagation step. Here, we introduce some simple variations in the FDT algorithm and demonstrate its utility in the current application. Specifically, three sets are defined -(1) : set of voxels initialized with a large value, (2) : set of voxels initialized with non-large values, and (3) : the set of voxels where no path propagation is allowed. Also, the value of initialization at each voxel inside may be non-zero as well as non-uniform.
CHAPTER THREE METHODS AND EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
In this section, we describe the new cortical bone segmentation algorithm for in vivo MD-CT imaging of distal tibia along with experimental plans and methods evaluating the performance and effectiveness of the algorithm.
Bone Alignment and ROI Detection
The cortical bone segmentation method is initiated with a preprocessing module which produces an axial cylindrical region of interest (ROI) taken from the same anatomic location of individual's bone. This module begins with conversion of CT image values into bone mineral density (BMD) values using a calibration phantom which is scanned every time a phantom or a human subject is scanned. All subsequent operations are performed on BMD images.
Here we establish our threshold on BMD at a value of 1180mg/cc. The BMD threshold value was set as the average of manually selected thresholds by three users on five randomly selected in vivo MD-CT data sets where each user was asked to select a threshold to isolate bone from marrow.
The next step of cortical bone segmentation algorithm is to separate the tibial region from other bones and soft tissues. This step is accomplished firstly by using this threshold and then isolating tibial region as the largest 26-component in the thresholded image as shown in Figure 1(b) . We define the fuzzy affinity as:
and a filled-in bone shape is generated using the following steps:
Step 1: Compute distance transform (DT) at background voxels from bone voxels ( Figure   1 (c)).
Step 2: Compute fuzzy connectivity of the DT map with the eight corner image voxels as seeds (Figure 1(d) ). Ideally, background voxels inside the tibial cavity should be disconnected from the eight corner seed voxels. Even if there are small leaks on tibial cortex and fuzzy connectivity paths may sneak through them, the fuzzy connectivity at tibial cavity is small due to small size of leaks. So fuzzy connectivity values are much lower inside the tibia region.
Step 3: Apply a DT connectivity threshold ℎ on fuzzy connectivity image, which will isolate the tibial region as well as a surrounding band with width ℎ (Figure 1(e) ).
Use thr to denote this region.
Step 4: Compute DT from thr (Figure 1(f) ) and select the region thresholded at ℎ .
Then we get a filled tibia bone region on the result binary image, as shown in Figure 1 (g). This filled bone region can be used to remove the fibula and tissue in future steps, as Figure 1 (h), in order to limit the region of interest into only the tibia region.
This filled-in bone (Figure 2(b) ) is used to reorient the tibia and to identify the distal tibial end plateau defined as the most proximal location on the distal tibial endplate.
First, a rough estimate of the distal tibial plateau location is performed by analyzing the cross sectional images of filled-in bone. The distal tibial plateau is located just above the first image slice containing a cavity in the filled-in bone while tracing proximal-to-distal.
In general, such a 2-D cavity consists of multiple voxels; therefore, the center of gravity of the cavity is used as the location of the distal tibial plateau (Figure 2(c) ). Image slices above 8% of tibial length from the end plateau are used to compute the tibial axis; see 
Cortical Bone Segmentation Algorithm
First, a simple threshold at 1180mg/cc is applied on the BMD image to isolate the bone region from marrow, cortical pores, and the space outside the tibia. Let tibia denote the set of voxels falling inside the filled-in tibia bone within the target axial cylindrical ROI (Figure 3 (a) ) and let BMD denote the BMD map. Also, let bone ⊂ tibia denote the set of bone voxels while non bone = tibia − bone be the set marrow and cortical pore voxels (Figure 3 (c) ). Let periosteum denote the set of voxels 26-adjacent to tibia ; thus the set of voxels periosteum (Figure 3 (c) ) wraps around the filled-in tibia bone over the ROI used for cortical bone analyses. The set of voxels outside tibia ∪ periosteum , denoted by background , are excluded. Non-bone voxels non bone ⊂ tibia inside the tibia are further classified into confident marrow (green) and possible cortical pore (blue) voxels; let marrow and pore denote these two sets. The set marrow is defined as the largest 6-component of non bone and pore = non bone − marrow .
The key idea of the segmentation algorithm is to compute cortical bone thickness at every voxel on the periosteal boundary as its distance from the endosteum and then delineate the cortex as the set of all voxels whose distance from some periosteal voxel is smaller than or equal to its thickness value. A major challenge is the presence of cortical pores artificially reducing local thickness at nearby periosteal voxels. is augmented to bone ∪ . After all recession voxels are identified and the pores are filled, the FDT for periosteal thickness is recomputed and the process continues until no new recession voxels are found on periosteum. The iteration will converge in no more than three times during all our experiments due to small amount of pores.
At every voxel ∈ periosteum , the FDT value computed as above gives the cortical bone thickness at ; let us denote it as ( ). The purpose of the current and final step of cortical bone segmentation is to delineate the cortical region. The principle of this step is to find the cortex as the set of all voxels whose distance from some periosteal voxel is less than its cortical thickness ( ). This step is accomplished using a modified FDT computation from the periosteum. Specifically, during this step, at each voxel ∈ periosteum , the FDT value is initialized as − ( ), the negative of the cortical bone thickness at . A large value is initialized at each voxel inside bone ; finally, all voxels outside bone ∪ periosteum are excluded for path propagation. Let ( ) denote the computed FDT value at each voxel inside bone . The cortical bone region cortex is delineated as the set of all bone voxels with a negative FDT value ( ) as follow:
Finally, the outer layer on cortex is defined as the set of cortex bone voxels which are 6-adjacent to periosteum ; let outer cortex denote the outer layer of cortex. Figure 4 Flow chart indicating major preprocessing tasks and cortical segmentation steps.
Experimental methods
The aim of our experiments was -(1) to evaluate the method's accuracy in terms of agreement with a gold standard cortical bone segmentation, (2) to examine the method's repeat MD-CT scan reproducibility, and (3) to assess the method's ability to differentiate cortical bone measures among age and height order matched male and female volunteers through in vivo MD-CT imaging, and athletes and common people volunteers. All experiments were performed at the distal tibia site. To evaluate the method's accuracy and reproducibility, three repeat scan MD-CT imaging were performed on human cadaveric ankle specimens.
Image processing and analysis
Each image data set was processed through the following cascade of steps - (1) computation of BMD image, (2) bone reorientation, interpolation, and ROI selection, and The cortical thickness is calculated as the ratio of ROI cortex volume and ROI cortex surface area, as following:
Since small pores of cortex are heavily blurred in MD-CT images, traditional method to calculate porosity by pore volume divided by whole cortex volume is easy to fail as giving a result slightly larger than zero. Considering the fact that image voxels are blurred by both bone cortex and marrow, we define porosity which satisfies:
, where is the porosity, is the true tissue density of cortex, is the true tissue density of marrow, and is apparent density of bone, which can be considered as equal to BMD value in MD-CT image. Thus we calculate porosity by:
Within the range of ROI, and can be treated as constants. From [39] , we can derive = 2184 / 3 by using ash fraction of cortex as 0.6, and = 900 / 3 . Figure 5 Illustration of angular ROIs using the reference line joining the center of gravity of tibia with that of fibula. Each angular section covers 90 o of angular space.
MD-CT Data Acquisition
Twenty-four fresh-frozen human cadaveric ankle specimens were obtained from fourteen body donors (age: 55Y to 91Y). Exclusion criteria for this study were evidence of previous fracture or knowledge of bone tumor or bone metastasis. These ankle specimens were collected under the Deeded Bodies Program, The University of Iowa, Iowa City and were kept frozen until the performance of MD-CT imaging. Forty-five male (M) and fifty-four female (F) volunteers of age between 18 to 23 years were recruited for the in vivo study.
MD-CT Imaging
High resolution MD-CT scans of the distal tibia were acquired at the University 
Accuracy of cortical bone segmentation
The experiment for accuracy evaluation of the method was performed on sixteen volunteer tibia in vivo scan images. Half of those images were from male volunteers while the other half were from female. To examine the accuracy of MD-CT based cortical bone segmentation, a gold standard segmentation of cortical bone was derived by manually outlining cortical region on twenty MD-CT image slices, among which five consecutive slices were randomly selected from each of the four cylinder ROI sections.
Since segmentation of periosteum is region growing with no challenge, and manual drawing is difficult to work as precise as region growing, it means little to manually draw the periosteum. So we only manually drew endosteum and combine it with periosteum to generate the ground truth mask. This work is done by an independent expert using ITK-SNAP software. Let cortex true be the set of voxels falling inside the true cortical bone regions and let cortex MD−CT be computerized segmentation results. Jaccard similarity coefficient (also known as Jaccard index) is used to characterize the accuracy, i.e., were high with the average ICC value for cortical thickness over the eight different ROIs being 98.0% ± 1.4% (mean ± std.) while that for cortical porosity was 97.9% ± 0.9% (mean ± std.). The observed results of for repeat scan reproducibility of cortical bone measures were highly satisfactory confirming the repeatability of cortical bone segmentation and measures.
Results of In Vivo Study
To evaluate the effectiveness of the method, firstly, in vivo MD-CT data from forty-five male and fifty-four female volunteers were acquired. Among all female data, forty-five were randomly selected (by MATLAB function randperm) to form age similar and height order matched pairs of two genders. The heights of used data are 180.88 ± 7.89cm (mean ± std.) for male, and 165.56 ± 5.62cm (mean ± std.) for female, and showed that athlete subjects on average have 3.9% less porosity as compared to control group.
Discussion
A new automatic method has been developed for cortical bone segmentation. The method has been applied on 3D MD-CT image data of tibia bones. Cortical bone has been successfully segmented. Reproducibility, accuracy and effectiveness of the method have all been well evaluated.
As one parameter, the selection of threshold is important. We hope the threshold will eliminate all marrow while keep all cortical part, and this is usually quite easy to realize during our experiment. Part of the trabecular may remain after doing threshold, and the most important part of our segmentation method is to find the border between the remaining trabecular part and the cortical. Also a suitable threshold can eliminate the blurred region near the boundary of solid bone and soft tissue, which is caused by CT scanner algorithm.
The accuracy of our method is evaluated based on the ground truth generate by manual drawing. In fact, MD-CT image itself has limited resolution to fully showing the details of material comparing with high quality imaging technique such as Micro-CT. So our method on MD-CT may not be as high as segmentation applied methods on Micro-CT. But based on the info human can acquire from MD-CT images, our method is good enough to be applied to get accurate cortical segmentation and measures.
The effectiveness validation of our method shows its potential to be applied in clinical researches. Besides cortical measures in whole cortical region, the longitudinal and angular division of cortical in this paper also provides a method of study cortical properties in different but meaningful regions. The study of athlete bones may lead many new topics about how athletes' training or living style can improve the bone quality.
CHAPTER FIVE CONCLUSION
A new cortical bone segmentation method along with computation of regional cortical measures has been developed for in vivo MD-CT imaging at a peripheral site.
The method is fully automatic and has been successfully applied on cadaveric as well as on in vivo MD-CT images of distal tibia. The new cortical bone segmentation method has successfully utilized larger contextual and topologic information of the distal tibial bone geometry. In this context, a new variation of fuzzy thickness computation has been introduced and its application to cortical bone segmentation has been demonstrated.
Experimental results on twenty-four cadaveric distal tibia MD-CT data have demonstrated that the method is highly accurate and reproducible. Also, in vivo data from age similar and height order matched male and female volunteers has shown that male subjects have thicker and more porous cortex at distal tibia as compared to females, and in vivo data from age similar and height order matched athlete volunteers and common people has shown that athletes have less porous cortex at distal tibia.
